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What I will talk about

•What is Wikipedia?
•How the community works
•Core principles of the Wikimedia 

Foundation
•What will be free?



“The ideal encyclopedia 
should be radical.  It should 
stop being safe.”
--1962, Charles van Doren, 
later a senior editor at 
Britannica



Wikipedia’s Radical Idea:

Imagine a world in which 
every single person is given 
free access to the sum of all 
human knowledge.
That’s what we’re doing.



What is the Wikimedia 
Foundation?
•Non-profit foundation
•Aims to distribute a free 

encyclopedia to every single person 
on the planet in their own language
•Wikipedia and its sister projects
•Funded by public donations
•Partnering with select institutions

wikimediafoundation.org



What is Wikipedia?

•Wikipedia is:
• a freely licensed encyclopedia written 

by thousands of volunteers in many 
languages

wikipedia.org



What do I mean by free?

•Free as in speech, not free as in beer
•4 Freedoms
– Freedom to copy
– Freedom to modify
– Freedom to redistribute
– Freedom to redistribute modified versions



How big is Wikipedia?

•English Wikipedia is largest and has 
over 500 million words
•English Wikipedia larger than Britannica 

and Microsoft Encarta combined
•German Wikipedia equal in size to 

Brockhaus



How big is Wikipedia 
Globally?
• 740,000 - English
• 292,000 - German
• >100,000 - French, Japanese, Italian, 

Polish, Swedish 
• >50,000 - Dutch, Portuguese, Spanish
• 2.2 million across 200 languages

•30 with >10,000. 75 with >1000



Some Wikimedia Projects

•Wikipedia
•Wiktionary
•Wikibooks
•Wikiquote
•Wikimedia Commons
•Wikinews



How popular is Wikipedia?
• Top 40 website
• According to Alexa.com, broader reach

than...
• New York Times
• L.A. Times
•Wall Street Journal
•MSNBC.com
• Chicago Tribune

• ~ 2 billion pageviews monthly





Wikimedia’s Hardware

•107 servers
•Multiple data centers
•Daily management by volunteers



 Community

A dedicated group of a few 
hundred volunteers who know 
each other and work to guarantee 
the quality and integrity of the 
content.

London Berlin

Genoa

Frankfurt



Quality Control?

How does this 
community ensure 

quality?
How does the software 
empower good work?



Realtime Peer Review

•How does quality control work?
•Every edit goes onto “Recent Changes” 

page which is watched by hundreds of 
people daily
•Users can set up personal “Watch Lists”
•“New pages” tool



Page History



Organisation by the 
Community

• The free-form nature of the wiki software lets the community 
determine how it wants to interact
– Example:Votes For Deletion



Wikipedia Governance

•A confusing but workable mix of
•Consensus
•Democracy
•Aristocracy
•Monarchy
•Wikipedians are flexible about social 

methodology: results over process



Core Principle:
Neutral Point of View policy
•NPOV - Neutral Point of View
•Diverse political, religious, cultural 

backgrounds
•Kept together by our “NPOV” policy
•NPOV is a social concept of co-

operation, avoids some philosophical 
issues.



Core Principle: 
Free Software
•MediaWiki is GPL
•We use all free software on the website
•GNU/Linux
•Apache
•MySQL
•Php
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Health

•Wikipedia has a huge quantity of health 
information

•Good quality
•Neutral
•Factual
•Freely licensed
•YOU can use it!  Today!
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wikimedical-l

•New working group to build professional-
level health information

•As well as resources for consumers
•Search for ‘wikimedical-l’ in google to 

join the mailing list


